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Dallas Eckhart harvested this beautiful bull elk.

B

oulder Basin Outfitters offers wilderness horseback
adventures and Fly fishing
trips thru out Northwest Wyoming
around Yellowstone National Park.
From The beautiful Washakie Wilderness around Cody to the pris-

Welcome

tine Wind River range out of Dubois and Breath taking beauty of
the Bridger Tetons and Jackson
Hole. Let our professional Staff
and gentle Mountain horse’s and
mule’s carry you and your family
or group to a little piece of heaven

here on earth. Whatever your interest; Horseback Riding, Camping, Fly fishing, Wildlife & Photo
Safaris, Corporate retreats and
Horse Assisted Backpack Tours.
With 24 plus years of guiding back
country pack trips and fly fishing

adventures Carl Sauerwein will assure you this will be one of your
best vacations ever.
We look forward to riding with
you
Happy Trails
Carl Sauerwein

We operate under a special use permit on the Shoshone and Bridger-Teton National Forest. Outfitter license # BG 164.
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Pack Trips & MORE

Kathryn leading pack string.

W

Pack Trips

e offer a wide variety of trips to fit your abilities and desires. The
trips we offer range from 2 to 10 days. You can do a base camp
trip and explore the region around there or do a progressive trip
and travel to several new camp sites during your trip. Travel on horses up
mountain valleys and across mountain passes, and let the beauty take your
breath away. Then set camp next to some of the most pristine lakes and
rivers. We ride an average of 4 to 5 hours a day and cover 10 to 15 miles per
day.
Our camps are clean and comfortable, sleeping tents are made of waterproof canvas and offer sleeping pads. Solar shower and latrine are
available. Canvas flies and tarps will offer shelter from sun and occasional rain shower. Sit around the campfire in cozy chairs and enjoy the
camaraderie of friends and family, telling joke and stories of days gone
by and hear an occasional cowboy song. Cooks will prepare meals over
the fire and on propane stove and are served family style. Enjoy entries
like steaks, chops, chicken, burgers, spaghetti for dinner, as well as all
the fixings, light appetizers and wine. Breakfasts include bacon, eggs,
sausage, pancakes plus many more. Lunches are usually sack lunches
(because we are usually out on the trail exploring).

Horse Supported Backpacking
Don’t want to ride horses or pack those heavy backpacking loads but
still want to explore the wilderness; than this is the trip for you. We
pack all your gear on horses, plus set up a nice camp and have the same
great meals our horse trips enjoy. We are very accommodating and travel
as far or as little as you want to move. You get to enjoy the quietness of
the mountains. Guide yourself during the day or have one of our guides
walk with you. We will meet at a prearranged destination where camp
will be waiting on you. These trips vary from 2 to 10 days. GPS recommended

Women in the outdoors

These trips are tailored to women only. Gather up your girlfriends
and join us on any one of the trips we offer. And get spoiled in the back
country.

Our new summer Website
wyomingsummerpacktrips.com

Some of the best fishing anywhere.

Fly Fishing
We offer fly fishing adventures on some of the most pristine
back country waters in Northwest Wyoming. Fly or spin fish rivers, streams and lakes for Brown trout, Brook trout, Cutthroat
trout, Golden trout & Rainbow trout. Our knowledgeable Guides
and staff will assist you in having one of the Greatest fishing
adventures of your life. Gentle horses will carry you and your
gear into the back country where we will set up camp next to
fabulous Blue Ribbon trout stream and lakes. (See the pack trip
page for more details on the Camps and food.)These trips are for
the beginner and advanced fisherman. Already know how to fish;
we will get you to the water and turn you lose. Of course we will
stay close to take pictures of all the big fish you catch. Never fly
fished before or not that good at it, that’s no problem either; our
guides will teach you all you need to know to become a great fly
fisherman. We highly recommend catch and release fishing. This
sport will become addicting to you if it hasn’t already.
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Sheep Hunts

top quality hunts

We had 3 sheep hunters in 2013 and killed
3 great mature rams all of them scoring in the
mid 160’s. Our first hunter was Scott Smith and
he drew an area 4 tag. With the fires in the area
many area 4 licenses holders turned their tags
back until this year. Scott chose to hunt despite
of the fires. With the weather turning bad the

Ken Yanicky harvested this bull elk.
Scott Smith and his Area 4 ram.
first half of the hunt we were only able to find
small rams. As the weather cleared we moved to
a new drainage and spotted the Ram that Scott
killed. Two days of spotting and stocking, we finally killed the ram; Scott made a nice 450 yard
shot on him.
The second ten days of the season Hunters
Ken Greer and his guide Buck Porter and Don
Callahan and I headed in. Ken and Buck hunted several days and killed a beauty of a ram in

Archery Elk

We offer 3 seven day archery
hunts in September, The dates
are 3rd – 9th, 12th-18th & 21st27th. All are very productive
hunts a lot of pre rut stuff goes
on during the first hunt and
the main part of the rut during
the second and third. We operate out of a wilderness camp
and hunt on horses. We have a
90+% opportunity rate and a
33% kill rate (state average is
12-15 %). In 2013 we had 6 archery hunters and killed 2 nice
6 point bulls. The 2 hunters on
the second hunt had a lot of opportunities but could not get the
odds in their favor. Sorry guys

hopefully next time. The third
hunt went a lot better with an
opening day kill. Hunter Ken
Yanicky killed a bull 6x7 that
scored 337 inches SCI. This
was his first archery elk hunt
and I am sure it won’t be his
last. Jim Tewmey joined us as
well on the hunt and had several close opportunities but could
not get a shot. Mike Mazzeo
and Shawn Baker Joined us
again this year and enjoyed
some early success Mike got a
shot on the first morning and
made a good shot on a tree shot
right over the bull. Mike shoots
a Barnett cross bow and we just

Don Callahan with his beautiful ram.
area 2. Don and I didn’t have the luck we were
hoping for early on as the weather was not cooperating where we were. After 8 days of rain
fog and snow Don Decided he was ready to quit.
We packed up camps in a blizzard and headed
off the mountain towards the trail head. Before
we got a mile from our camp site the sun came
out and blue skies appeared. I am always looking and soon I spotted 4 white spots on a ledge
down in the timber and sure enough they were
rams. After a short stalk and wait the rams got
up and Don made a great shot on a beautiful
Wyoming ram.
Our sheep hunts are done from spike camps
and are 10 days in length. A cook and a guide
will assist you on your hunt. Please contact us
for more information

Mike Mazzeo harvested this 6x6 bull.

misjudged the distance. We returned to the same area later
that day and called in another
big 6x6 bull, and this time Mike
made a perfect shot. The bull
went 10 yards and that was
it. Shawn and I hunted the
rest of the week and only had
small bulls come in on us, so
we decided to turn them down
and let them grow up. We finished the archery season right
at our average of 33% so I was
pleased. As many of you Know
Archery Hunting is more about
the experience and journey the
kill is a bonus. That is why it is
so rewarding.
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top quality hunts
Late Season Elk

Dave Haus and his 386" bull.

RIFLE HUNTS

O

ur general rifle season started with a lot of snow and it
kept piling up, and by October 10th we had received 40 inches
of snow. This is very unusual to get
that much that early. As you might
imagine our elk migrated at least
the local elk, the lower regions of
Yellowstone did not receive this
snow so the Yellowstone migration
didn’t start till late. Despite all the
snow we still enjoyed some good
success on our first hunt. We had 7
hunters join us and we killed 5 for
7 the 2 hunters who didn’t fill one
didn’t hunt the hunt and Al Brown
had killed a bull with us before and
was holding out for a big one.
When we came back in for the second hunt we were excited expecting
the migration to be on, but was disappointed to find that the elk that
did move migrated while we were
out of camp. So we buckled down
and for a long hunt and soon started
killing some bulls. New guide Kevin Denny scored on a nice 5x5 and
Ethan and Bob Boyer killed a nice
6x6. I was hunting Jon and Shane
Dorsey and Shane killed a big 6x6.
Jon and I had seen some nice bulls
but could not catch up with them.
Ethan and Mike G had the same
luck sorry guys next time.
The Third hunt came and the
weather had warmed up and most
of the snow had melted or drifted
so there was plenty of open country
from Boulder to Yellowstone so we
figured it would be a long hunt. We
were seeing smaller bulls and a few
cows until the 5 day of the hunt. It
snowed some and the elk started migrating again. John Hafeman and I
killed a big 6x6 on the 20th and then
on the 21st Ethan with his 2 hunters Dallas Eckhart and Parker Edson got a double Killing 2 big bulls
one scoring 358 SCI and the other
scored 327 SCI. Guide Joe Parson
and Tommy Eisenhauer killed a
nice 6 point and Kevin Denny and
his hunter Jim Rettler killed a big
5 point and as dark closed in on the

We pride ourselves in killing big at 340 he grossed 386 great surbulls during the late season in No- prise. Area 56 had re opened afvember & December. These licenses ter a couple year closures. Both of
are very difficult to draw. We offer the Nonresident hunters had chohunts from our base camp as well sen to hunt with me. We discussed
as day hunts from our ranch. The hunt dates and decided both huntareas we hunt are 53, 54, 55, 56, ers would hunt the opening week.
58, 59 & 66. So please call for more Hunter Bob Cassell and I teamed
details on these hunts. We had 2 up and Ryan Flair and guide Terry
late bull hunters in our boulder Dolan joined forces. December 1st
camp this year and I hate to say it opener and we were ready heading
but we did not kill a bull. I showed out at 4 in the morning both teams
the hunters 120 bulls in a week of rode quietly in the dark only the
hunting they were only interested plod of the horses could be heard.
in record book bulls so the 360 and The first day we spotted many good
370 bulls we saw we let go. We did bulls 340 class but not that first
see 3 bulls that would score record day bull. The weather turned bad
book but they were smart and on on the second day and it started
the move and we could not catch up snowing and turned cold 35 below
with them. Our day hunts from the zero to be exact with wind chill.
ranch can be very physically chal- We decided to take the third off
lenging at time and this year was because of the visibility. Ryan deone of those times. The weather cided to return home to deal with
had continued to make for diffi- a few personal issues. Bob and I recult hunting and we were putting turned to hunting on the 4th and
in a lot of miles on horses to get to the weather cleared nicely it was
these bulls. Area 121 (NOW 53) is still brutal cold but clear.
an area we hunt and have had good
As we neared a spot I like to glass
success in the past but requires a from we spotted several bulls movlot of riding.
ing thru the trees. We quickly dis
We went 3 for 6 in there this year mounted and decided the one bull
and all the hunters saw bulls. The was a great bull. Bob took several
bulls we killed were really good shots at the bull but was unable
bulls Bob Carlson Killed a 335 Non to hit him. After double checking
typical 7x8. This was an interesting we decided to move further up the
one Bob shot this bull and he ran off drainage. We soon came to another
from a 60ft cliff. Eric Carlson had 2 one of my favorite glassing spots
bulls in close and did see the 6 point we poured a hot cup of coffee and
and killed a big 5 point. He was still started glassing. I soon spotted
pretty happy. Dave Haus was the a huge bull feeding in some trees
last 121 hunter we had for the year about ¾ miles away across open
and we hunted hard for 3 days and country. We watched the bull for
finally spotted what I thought to be several hours and found 3 more of
a good bull. After a long stalk we his buddies. There were 2 bulls we
closed in on the bull. They were in figured to score 340 and the other
some burnt timber so sneaking in 2 bulls we figured 370 plus. One
on them was very difficult. We fi- bull was more impressive as both
nally got within 200 yards and had of his G5s were split at the tip and
to move around and find the best we chose to kill this bull. With 10
opening thru the trees. We finally inches of snow and cold temps the
found an opening between 2 trees animals were in the bottom below
that was less than 10 inches wide, us so we belly crawled thru the
Paul Vine and his 6 point.
Dave made a perfect shot. When snow and got the distance down
last day we finished up 5 for 7. Tom we got down to the bull I knew he to 400 yards. There were 4 bufHafeman had killed a big bull with was a 7x7 but to my surprise he falo in the meadow just below the
me a couple years ago so he held grew considerable I guessed him
Please see HUNTS, page 6
out and Tom Eisenhauer let his son
shoot first and then turned down a
couple smaller bulls. We finished a
tough season going 13 for 20 that’s
a quite a ways off from our average
but we cannot control the weather
all we can do is hunt hard and that
is what we do.
We offer Three 7 day Rifle hunts in
October (9/30-10/6, 10/8-10/14 & 10/1610/22) These are horseback hunts and
are fully guided By our professional
guides. All my guides are screened and
must exhibit good people, hunting and
horsemanship skills and most have
been with me for years.
Stay in Canvas tents with cots,
foam pads & wood stoves. We serve
family style meals and have one of
the best mountain cooks around in
Steve Johnson. Our Wrangler Justin Armacost is also one of the best
in the industry and is by far the busiest guy in camp He gets our horses
starts fires and lantern helps the
cook cuts wood and also helps pack
the elk in. If you are interested in
one of these hunts call now as we
are booking 2 to 3 years out.
Bob Cassell's 386" late season bull.
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photo gallery

Art Peckham with his first antelope.

Kathryn Sauerwein's first big game kill.

Chris Belletti with his bull elk.

Lee Johnson and his bull.

Ethan with Karl Smith's first buck.

JR with his 78" antelope.

Mollie and Greg Davis with his antelope.

Jerry Anderson shows
off his cow elk.
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MULE DEER & ANTELOPE
Wyoming has some of the
best Mule deer and antelope
hunting for the money and
a good chance of getting a
license as well as killing a
good trophy. With that said
we operate our deer hunts
from our ranch house and
day hunt on the wilderness
and return to the ranch
at night. You will enjoy
home cooked meals comfy
beds and a warm fire along
with the most unique deer
hunting in the world. No

Collins Kellogg's antelope.

Ryan Fair with his bull elk.

HUNTS

bulls we had to try to keep
from spooking and then a
lone grey wolf came wandering up the valley. As you
can see we had our share
of obstacles. The bull soon
turned sideways and Bob
shot several times. He kept
shooting low as the bull
moved out to 550 yards. We
found the magic range and
the huge beast dropped.
As we rode up to he was
wedged in a bush and his
massive antlers were sticking out considerable from
the bush, again no ground
shrinkage here as the huge
7x7 grossed 386 2/8.

(from page 4

Ryan returned on the
5th and him and Terry began hunting again. They
battled snow, frozen creeks
and subzero temperatures
to try and locate the bull
of Ryan’s dreams. After 2
days of hunting, they finally found that bull but
he was too far to get to that
day and they asked the
question where he would
be tomorrow. Ryan, Terry
and myself, made our best
educated guess on where
the bull would be and that
is where they headed. They
rode to the point where we
normally glass from and

prepared to start glassing and spent most of the
morning with not many
animals. Soon they spotted
some bulls and sure enough
there was the monster they
were after. Quickly moving
into position they ranged
the bull fired 3 shots and
the bull was dead. So now
the work began getting to
him thru the rough country
and snow an hour later they
were able to put their hands
on the magnificent bull that
scored 377 in’s SCI. Wow is
all I can say what a year we
had killing 3 book bulls I
can’t wait till next year.

Carl's corner
For Boulder Basin Outfitters 2013
was a good year we had a pretty busy
summer season and some big trips. We
teamed up with a women’s outdoor
group called Babes Bullets and Broad
heads, And did an all-girls pack trip.
This was fun and rewarding as more
and more women are getting into the
outdoors hunting, fishing, and camping. This year they are going to do
a couples trip if you are interested
please contact them to confirm your
spot. (www.babesbulletsbroadheads.
com ). Another high light of our summer was when we received an endorsement from the Orvis Company we are
now an Orvis endorsed Fly fishing expedition outfitter. We are very proud
of this and feel this will increase our
business in the future.
Hunting season was busy as usual
starting September 1st and we fin-

other place was anything
like this. For more details
on this give us a call. The
antelope is done from a 4
wheel drive. Lodging could
be a motel or tent camp and
meals provided will either
be restraint style or camp
fire cooked. We hunt both
public and private land and
enjoy a high success rate.
Here are some of our trophies from the last couple
years we will let them do
the talking.

ished December 10th. We had sheep
hunters and lots of late season elk
hunters as well as our normal run of
archery and general rifle elk hunters. In the spring of 2012 we received
our award for Dan Perotti’s 351” bull
which was the #3 elk killed in Wyoming during the 2011 season, and
also were notified that we won first
with Ryan Bush’s 399” bull killed in
2012. We had a nice bunch of Deer
and Antelope hunters in 2013. Sam
Wellhausen killed a 198” buck deer in
2012 and we won 2nd in the state of
Wyoming. The weather was a weird
and unpredictable as always but we
hunted on and had good success.
Please enjoy the stories and photos
and go to our websites for more information.
HAPPY HUNTING & FISHING
CARL SAUERWEIN

Jim Tewmey's mule deer.

Jim Priour's muley.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

This column contains
the
most
important
information you will
need to make booking
and planning your hunt
and easy and enjoyable
event.

booked.
The FIRST step in booking
a hunt is to decide on a date
that will work for you. Then
give us a call and we will let
you know if that date is available and if not, which dates
are available. We prefer to
limit each hunt to no more
than six people unless it is a
party, then we may consider a
few more.
Next you will need to
fill out a “Hunt Reservation” form, (available on
our website or we can mail
you one). This form must

FIRST AND
FORMOST:

We are pretty well booked
2 years in advance. Please
do not apply for a license
and then inform us of your
desire to hunt with us. You
will be sadly disappointed
to find that we truly are

Dave Miller with his antelope.

be completed and accompanied by a booking deposit of $500. This
ensures your spot on the
hunt date agreed upon. The
only way to ensure fairness in regards to booking
the hunt dates is on a firstcome-first-serve basis. This
year we struggled with this
as some clients had their
check “in the mail” for
weeks. I will no longer hold
your hunt dates unless I
have your deposit in hand.
We will not consider your
hunt date as confirmed un-

til we receive your deposit
even though we may have
agreed on dates.
*Once you do draw a license, we will give you your
exact hunt dates and at this
time, require half of the
hunt price, less the booking
deposit to complete your deposit. Once a deposit is paid
and a Wyoming license is
issued, you are responsible
for the entire cost of the
hunt.
*There will be NO “goodwill” or any refund as we
can not refill the hunt spot.

This is where we feel that
Travel Insurance will be of
benefit to you.
*NO rate reductions or
extra days will be given if
hunters leave before the
conclusion of their hunt or
fail to arrive at the prearranged dates.
If you do not draw a license, we will either refund
your $500 or roll it over for
the next year. Rolling it over
will ensure the next available opening. Remember, we
are booked a full year in advance.

Greg Gaulke and his 6x6 bull.

APPLICATIONS
We would prefer to do your application for you via the Game & Fish portal on line. You can either send me a
completed application with a check
for the amount of the application fee
or I will go through it with you over
the phone as I enter the information

into the portal. This assures us that
the application is completed correctly
and submitted by the deadline. If you
have any questions on the application
process, be sure to give us a call and we
can walk you through it.
Elk license applications are accepted

the month of January only. Drawing
results are available via phone or web
site February 28th. Preference point
only: form available via web site July
1- September 30.
Wyoming Game & Fish Web Site
http://gf.state.wy.us

Ethan and Parker Edson with Parker's 327 bull.

PREFERENCE POINTS
If you are planning to hunt with us in the future, we given year. This will greatly increase your odds of drawing
highly recommend that you purchase a preference point a license.
each year even if you are not applying for a license on any

OTHER APPLICATION DEADLINES
Deer: January 1-March 15.
Antelope: January 1- March 15.
Moose: January 1- March 15.
Big Horn Sheep: January 1- February 28.
Mt. Goat: January 1 – February 28.
Preference Points only, may be purchased July 1- September 30.
2011 Nonresident License Fees
Bull Elk: $1071, with point-$1121
Cow Elk: $591*

Deer: $566*
Antelope: $286*
Moose: $1416**
Sheep: $2266**
Mt. Goat: $2166
Bison: $20 Priority List Fee
(These prices do NOT include preference points.)
*Some areas have reduced price licenses for female
animals.
**Preference point included for sheep and moose.

PHYSICAL FITNESS
Physical conditioning cannot be
emphasized enough. We recommend
that you walk, climb stairs and ride a
bike. All of these activities help improve
your chances of success and your total experience. It would also benefit you to ride
some before your arrival. You can do this

at one of your local stables. This will help
your conditioning and help prevent you
from getting sore.
Buying new boots right before your
hunt is not a good idea as they may sore
your feet. It is also a good idea to walk in
Tony Griffin shows off his bull elk.
the boots you plan to hunt in.

SPORTSMAN’S TRAVEL INSURANCE
We highly recommend
this insurance through the
AIG Travel Guard.
Why
travel
guard?
Hunting and fishing trips
can be very exciting as well
as unpredictable. Travel
Guard International is
designed with the sportsman in mind. It included:
Sportsman’s Equipment
Coverage up to $2,500 for
the loss, theft, or damage

to sportsman’s equipment
and luggage, including
hunting rifles, apparel,
rods, reels, tackle, bows,
arrows and other gear.
License Refund Coverage: If you cancel your outof-state trip for a covered
season, they will refund
the cost of your hunting or
fishing license.
Sportsman’s Equipment
Delay Coverage: If your

baggage is delayed or misdirected for more than 24
hours, they will reimburse
you for up to $250 to rent
hunting and/or fishing
equipment.
Medical
Evacuation
Coverage: If you have a
medical emergency that requires medical transportation, they cover evacuation
as directed by a physician
to the nearest adequate

medical facility.
As our refund policy
states, we offer no “goodwill” refunds for our trips.
If you have to cancel at
the last minute or even
months before your trip,
it is too late for us to book
someone else in that spot.
Therefore we do not offer refunds once you have
been given a hunt date.
The Travel Guard will pro-

tect you in case you find
yourself in this position
and we feel that it is well
worth the money. We recommend that every sportsman have this insurance
in case you have the unexpected.
Every client will be
sent a brochure for the
travel
insurance
with
their contract packet following a successful draw.
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Load of meat leaving camp.

2014 PRICES & HUNT DATES

ARCHERY ELK HUNTS (1 on 1)

September 3-9........................................................................ $5600.00
September 12-18.................................................................... $5600.00
September 21-27.................................................................... $5600.00
2 on 1...................................................................................... $4900.00

GUN ELK HUNTS (2 on 1)

September 30-October 6 (7 day hunt)................................... $5250.00
October 8-14 (7 day hunt)...................................................... $5250.00
October 16-22*( 7 day hunt)................................................. .$5250.00
1 on 1 price for all hunts........................................................ $6300.00
*(combined with deer $500 extra)

LATE BULL ELK HUNTS

The Boulder Basin Hunt is 7 days (Area 59)........................ .$5600.00
Area 54, 55, 56, 58, 66 are 7 day hunts from the Ranch..... $5600.00
November 1-30 (Area 53) 3 Day Hunts................................. $2400.00
5 Day Hunts........................................................................... $4000.00
Requested 1 on 1 is an additional $100 per day

COW ELK HUNTS

(Areas 53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 59)
November Hunts (2 on 1) Three Days................................... $1500.00
Ask about group rate cow hunts…6 or MORE
Bighorn Sheep Hunt............ September & October.............. $8500.00
Moose Hunts........................September & October............... $7000.00
Goat Hunts...........................September & October............... $7000.00
Wolf Hunts...........................October – December.................. $3500.00

RANCH DEER HUNTS

(2 on 1. Combined with Antelope $500 extra)
October 25 – 29*.................................................................... $3500.00
November 1-5*....................................................................... $3500.00
November 6-10*..................................................................... $3500.00
*(One on One........................................................................ .$4000.00

CAMP DEER HUNTS

(6 Day, 2 on 1 hunt)
October 24 – 29...................................................................... $4200.00
October 31 – November 5...................................................... $4200.00

ANTELOPE-3 DAY HUNTS

Archery & Rifle
(Areas 20, 22, 23, 26, 72, 76, 77, 78, 80, 81, 82, 102)
2 on 1...................................................................................... $2200.00
Trespass fees not included ( $350 - $700 depending on ranch)
$225 per day per person for all non-hunters in camp

HUNT PAYMENT OUTLINE

1. Pre-application..................................................................... $500.00
2. On receiving license & hunt dates.................................. Half Down
3. Confirmation and balance due sent to hunters after receiving half
down.
4. September 1, 2013............................................... Balance Due

SUMMER PACK TRIPS

Most Popular trip....................Cody to Jackson Hole (8 days in the
Washakie & Bridger Teton Wilderness)
Other trips offered as well as custom trips (3 to 8 days)
Pack trip rates: $250 per day per person.
Youth under 15 years: $175 per day per person.

PACK TRIP PAYMENT OUTLINE

1. Deposit upon booking.............................................$500 per person
2. Half down due ......................................................................May 30
3. Balance due upon arrival..................... (Cash or Travelers Checks)
Deposits are non-refundable but may be transferred to another year.
*Prices Subject to change without notice.

BOULDER BASIN OUTFITTERS
Gratuities

Tipping has been a tradition since the
1800’s. Tips are very much appreciated by
the GUIDE, COOKS and WRANGLERS for
a job well done. We expect the staff to work
hard and take care of the client; however, we
cannot say how individuals will get along.
We believe that our job is not done until the
meat is at the processor and you have been
introduced to the taxidermist. At this time,
you can decide how much you wish to tip
your guide.
Years ago an average tip was $100; now
the average is somewhere above $100 each
for the Cook & Wrangler and around 10% of

your total hunt to the guide. Each hunter will
have to decide upon the amount based on his
own experience and financial abilities.
This is not a subject we like to discuss as
we feel this is your decision; however, we
feel ALL the STAFF needs to be adequately
tipped without adding a gratuity to your bill.
If you have any questions, feel free to ask us.

References

We do have references but due to privacy rights, will only give them out upon request. If you would like to check out some
of our references, please feel free to contact
us.

Meat Processing

We have a meat processor in Cody.
They will ship your meat right to you. Due
to being the only processor in town; they
most likely will not be able to do rush orders as they are so busy. If you choose not
to have your meat processed here, bring
some large coolers and you can take it
home with you.

Taxidermy

There are many Taxidermists around the
country and you may have a preference. If
not, the only one we recommend is Nature's

Design Taxidermy in Cody, WY. They do
beautiful work and their turn around time is
usually 6 to 8 months. www.naturesdesigntaxidermy.com

Contact Information
Boulder Basin Outfitters, Inc.
Carl Sauerwein
3348 Northfork Hwy.
Cody, WY 82414
spadebit@tctwest.net
www.boulderbasinoutfitters.com
307.587.3404
Carl's Cell: 307.250.0076

